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Abstract
This paper describes the first prototype of an integrated tool that assists people in monitoring and analytical
evaluation of interactivity, mediated by a Dynamic Hypermedia Device (DHD). To carry out this practice, the
basic technological elements are explained, as well as a model which takes into account experiences related to
the addition of new components in implementations solved for this kind of framework. Furthermore, it is also
explained how the tool articulates the simulation results obtained from a runtime DEVS (Discrete Event System)
that integrates the metrics needed for flexible weights. All the technological developments have been adapted to
the educational platform MOODLE as well as to SAKAI collaborative environment. To exemplify this
development, a use case has been presented providing functional features and details that outline the
methodological steps of the model from the final users’ perspective. Thus, an analysis which enables qualitative
versatile units in terms of levels of interactivity to the DHD has been achieved.
Keywords: Dynamic Hypermedia Device, Interactivity process, social network analysis, information and
communication technology
1. Introduction
Current Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has enabled the construction of a new
physical-virtual reality where people can participate in various socio-technical networks. These networks are
comprised in multiple components and relationships, which are configured and reconfigured for the various
interactions mediated, depending on a number of requirements.
The need to assess and provide better quality of interactivity processes aims to focus on research and education
from responsible participation in physical-virtual contexts. These are especially relevant for the joint
construction of the so-called inclusive “Information and Knowledge Society”. Taking into account what it is
mentioned above, this paper describes the first prototype of an integrated tool called “SEPI-DHD”, which assists
in the Monitoring and Evaluation Process of Analytical Interactivity mediated by a Dynamic Hypermedia Device
(DHD).
A DHD is defined as a heterogeneous network formed by the combination of technologies and social networks,
which enable socio-technical subjects of participatory actions -responsible interaction- for management,
education, research and cultural production in a workshop environment, exploiting the potential of the ICT (San
Martín, Guarnieri, Rodríguez, Bongiovani, & Sartorio, 2010; Guarnieri, 2010).
In this sense, the DHD is constituted as a complex entity (Gell-Mann, 1995) and consists of the integration of
two inseparable dimensions: a technical one (or set of construction techniques that involve a materiality and a
particular configuration) and a social one given by the inter-relationships and situations in which they appear.
The need to use SEPI-DHD is based on the importance of evaluative analysis of developments and
implementations carried out in educational platforms, collaborative environments and 2.0 Web tools.
To accomplish this, we have adopted the use of DEVS formalism (Discrete EVents Systems) created by Zeigler
in 1976. He proposed a theory of discrete event modeling in continuous time systems, allowing a modular
description of the phenomena and addressing the complexity using a hierarchical approach. In the
implementation of this formalism weighting metrics are integrated following the recommendations of the
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frameworkk INCAMI (Roossi, Pastor, Schwabe, & Ollsina, 2007). Inn turn, the techhnological tool has the flexib
bility
of linking the educationnal platform M
MOODLE (ww
ww.moodle.orgg) and the coollaborative ennvironment SA
AKAI
(www.sakaaiproject.org). It also has an original implementatioon to providee a suitable interface module,
responsible for buildingg the pre-condditions and inntermediate steps needed too implement tthe module DEVS
D
(Zeigler, K
King, & Praehoofer, 2000). W
What is more, it contains an innterface for dissplaying the reesults obtained with
versatility from differentt types of filters. In the futurre, these valuees may be a new type of conttextual inform
mation
that resultts from the previous
p
actioons of users, and consequuently allows an adaptationn of collaborrative
environmeents or 2.0 Webb tools (Sartorio & Rodrígueez, 2010).
It also describes the metrics and the DEVS simulatioon model, as w
well as the techhnological elem
ments necessarry for
its integrattion. The use case provides functional feaatures and dettails related too the methodollogical steps of
o the
model from
m the perspecttive of a final user. Finally, bbrief conclusioons are summaarized for the ccurrent prospe
ective
developmeent.
2. Metricss and DEVS Models
M
for Sim
mulation
Measurem
ment and evaluaation mechaniisms are one oof the main acttivities in the iimplementatioon and optimization
of the DHD
D (Rodríguez & San Martín,, 2010).
Measurem
ment processes are critical as they allow qquantifying a set of desiredd characteristiccs about a spe
ecific
aspect of a particular enntity. This proovides a ratherr detailed view
w of their stattus or conditioon. Meanwhile
e, the
evaluationn interprets thee values obtainned in the meaasurement. Forr such processses, measurem
ment and evaluation
are necesssary to obtainn quantitative data from m
metrics attribuutes of differeent entities, annd the subseq
quent
interpretattion of results from
f
the indicaators (Olsina & Martín, 20044).
There is a good deal of existing inform
mation on the definition of metrics and inndicators, but no clear conse
ensus
on terminoology. In this sense,
s
we conssider the Ontology Metrics aand Indicators presented in O
Olsina. Molina
a and
Papa (2005) constitute an
a important pproposal for thee area of qualiity management and a valuaable contribution to
the activitiies involved inn such manageement. Therefoore, this paper will focus on the measurem
ment and evalu
uation
frameworkk called INCA
AMI (Information Need, Conccept model, Attribute, Metric and Indicatoor) (Rivera, Mo
olina,
& Olsina, 2007).
Quality Evaluattion Method) ((Olsina & Rosssi, 2002), which in
INCAMI iis based on thee method WebbQEM (Web Q
turn is bassed on modelss and quality metrics and ffocuses on thee quantitative eevaluation of characteristicss and
attributes oof entities. Thhus, INCAMI ccan be used inn the design off non-functionnal requiremennts, the selectio
on of
metrics to quantify the attributes
a
of thhe entities invvolved and thee interpretationn of the corressponding value
es by
indicators..
The first sstage of this method
m
correspponds to the deefinition and sspecification oof the requirem
ments. This mo
odule
defines thee need for infoormation (i.e., tthe focus of thhe evaluation) and the designn of non-functiional requirem
ments,
which servve as guides foor subsequent aactivities of meeasurement annd evaluation.

Figurre 1. Descriptivve model of D
DEVS coupled modules that iintegrate a HP
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We take ass a starting point the descripption of the basic conceptuall component called Hypermeedia Package (HP),
(
where inteeractions are concretized
c
inn DHD. Basedd on the founddations set ouut, in line withh the technolo
ogical
model pressented below, the DEVS model of HP is deescribed in Figgure 1.
It is shownn that the inpuut event vectorr is determinedd by the charaacteristics of thhe interaction of the particip
pants,
and an outtput event will result in the leevel of interacttivity for each entry.
If the HP iis defined as thhe basic concepptual componeents of the DH
HD, then it musst be integratedd to obtain the total
level of intteractivity of each
e
entry.
The compllete scheme is shown in Figuure 2.

EVS coupled m
modules that inntegrate a DHD
D
Figuree 2. Descriptive model of DE
In this chaart, it is shownn that the inforrmation in our case is a funcction of the parrticipants’ interactions, which are
defined byy: identificatioon number off the participaants (id) and their role; the types of HP
P and which ones
participatee; the tools on which to perfform the interaaction and theiir type; the serrvice with whiich it interacts; and
the time annd date of the interaction.
i
The seconnd stage is the design and im
mplementation oof measuremeent. This moduule is focused oon defining me
etrics
to be usefu
ful for quantifyying the attribuutes, which inn the previous step was identified as part oof the specification
requiremennts. These aree particularly interesting forr the project, since the charracteristics aree measured fo
or the
agency to evaluate, connsidering the nneed of inform
mation provided. That is the ultimate goall of the evalua
ation,
which in oour case is the interactivity
i
leevel of particippation.
In both figgures, the need to establish three levels oof metrics for analysis of innteractions in rreal time is clearly
shown, sinnce we can disstinguish threee different entiities: the tool, the weightingg of the HP annd the weightin
ng of
the DHD.
It is essential to understtand the constrruction of the metric, whichh attributes aree measured, annd what the pa
artner
agencies aare. It is also necessary
n
to ideentify the typee of value that is obtained, thhe drive that iss expressed an
nd the
type of scaale used, in ordder to allow prroper interpretaation.
Following the recommenndations of thee INCAMI moodel and in order to obtain vaalues for the gllobal indicators, we
must consiider a model of
o accumulationn and decisionn criteria. The w
weighting andd accumulationn model (cluste
ering)
aims at maaking a well-sstructured and objective evalluation process, comprehenssive for evaluaators (or evaluation
itself). As in other case studies modeels, weights annd multi-criterria scoring (coonsensus) weree used to desig
gnate
and set proocesses. Thus, a defined weighting model ((or score), multi-criteria (or consensus) annd Logic Preferrence
Scoring (L
LPS) (Dujmovvic & Bazucann, 1997), in connjunction withh synchronizattion propertiess, neutrality, ad
dding
operationss, replacement and other relationships, are bbased on the m
mathematical m
model of weighhts.
The main objective of the
t overall asssessment impllementation iss to enable greeater levels off flexibility fo
or the
values of gglobal and parrtial indicators.. This is achievved by the elem
mentary metriic values, whicch use the mod
del of
grouping oobtained from
m the calculatiion. In this prrocess, these vvalues must bbe arranged annd agreed upo
on by
experts wiith experiencee in using succh systems. Att the same tim
me, it is menttioned that thee numerical values
indicated oonly serve as an
a example off simple appliccation, and eduucation expertss of the researcch team agree with
this. The hhead of the evaaluation can addd value to the various factoors underliningg the attribute, which is the most
important element in thhe process. Inn each case, the resulting value providdes a measuree of the degre
ee of
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interactivity of participation.
A. Metrics of tool H
It is built by a product of four factors:
Interactivity level of participation in H = C1 * C2 * C3 * C4
These four coefficients should be related to:
Type of tool:
Transmissive format (e.g., links, resources). C1 = 1
Interactive format (e.g., forums, wiki).C1 = 2
Type of service used:
Create. C2 = 2
Search. C2 = 1
Edit. C2 = 2
Delete. C2 = 1
Role of the participants:
Teachers.C3 = 1
Students.C3 = 2
Users of the tool:
One or two participants.C4 = 1
Three or more participants.C4 = 2
B. HP metric weighting
It is built by a product of three factors:
Interactivity level of participation in the HP = B1 * B2 * B3
The value of these three factors will be:
Interactivity level of participation in the tool
B1 = C1 * C2 * C3 * C4
Time between the last and current involvement:
If less than one day.B2 = 3
If less than one week.B2 = 2
If more than one week.B2 = 1
Number of tools used:
If three or more tools are used.B3 = 3
If two tools are used.B3 = 2
If one tool is used.B3 = 1
C. DHD metric weighting
The existence of several types of HP (courses and projects in collaborative environments, digital repositories,
social networks, etc.), with various features configured both in their tools, and in their related services, show the
need to weigh the value obtained from the previous metric to normalize interactivity participation at DHD.
Thus, we obtain:
Interactivity level of participation in the DHD = A1 * A2
The value of these two coefficients will be:
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Interactivity level of participation in thhe HP
A1 = B1 * B2 * B3
Hypermeddia Package Tyype
If it is a coourse.A2 = 1
If it is an eelectronic docuument within a Hypermedia Repository.A22 = 2
Finally, inn the evaluationn stage, these metrics shoulld be interpreteed through inddicators to asssess or estimate the
degree of conformity to the proposed requirements.. It is at this ppoint when thee indicators shoould be selected to
interpret eeach metric thaat quantifies eeach corresponnding attribute in the designn of non-functiional requirem
ments.
The indicaators also conttain a scale annd a function oor an algorithm
m through whicch it will be ppossible to inte
erpret
the value of the metric,, also using a decision rulee that will estaablish threshollds of acceptaability of the value
v
obtained.
3. Technollogy Integratiion Model
The technnology integrattion model deetermines com
mponents, subssystems and reelations on thhe tool SEPI-D
DHD,
which is reesponsible for articulating thhe results of thee simulation of DEVS modeel.
Briefly, thiis tool is handled first by acccessing the dattabase and seccond by applying a transfer ffunction that alllows
a represenntation of the values
v
correspoonding to the users’ interacttions. This funnction generatees the correct input
values to bbe used in the simulation. Thhe tool itself ccontains an apppropriate interrface for the reepresentation of
o the
coefficientts which makee up the metrrics that are inntegrated into the DEVS m
model (Rodríguuez, 2010), the
ereby
allowing thhe charge to coontrol the weigghts that reflecct qualitative pproperties of thhe users’ interaactions.

Figgure 3. Integrattion model for SEPI-DHD
DEVS simulatiion model. Forr this
Figure 3 shhows the initiaal connection between the services of the tool and the D
case, the Inntegrator moddule methods aare representedd by a UML claass that implem
ments the sequuence of execu
utions
to be resppected. As a result,
r
the DE
EVS interpreteer (in this casse PowerDEV
VS) (Lapadula et al., 2010) take
appropriatte input valuess (method get__inputDEVS) tthat are processsed through a parameterizeed transfer function
(method seet_Transf). Affterwards, outpput values are taken (methodd get_outputD
DEVS) for furthher processing
g. All
input data is extracted from
f
the databbase belongingg to the collabborative enviroonment used, tthrough the prrivate
method geet_DB. The paarameters invoolved in the im
mplementationn of the DEVS simulator m
must be met by
y the
interfaces represented inn the Integratorr class.
Issues of parameterizatiion and repressentation of vvalues, pre andd post-conditions located att a higher lev
vel to
achieve beetter performaance and handling by users, are stored in the configuraation file and the S.Conf service
intervenes.
The integrration design presented
p
in thiis case is basedd on the descriiption of softw
ware componennts. The integrration
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tool propoosed here is neecessary to connsider other ellements in thiss design, whicch have alreadyy been used in
n this
case. In annother researchh (Sartorio & C
Cristiá, 2009) eeach of the aboove areas weree developed in detail.
4. Use Casse Implementtation
We will deevelop a use case
c
providingg functional deetails on the toool from the pperspective of tthe final user. This
path is divvided into five methodologicaal steps, whichh are consistennt with the relaationships desccribed in Figure 3.
A. S
Step 1: Access to
t the databasee
This step iis transparent to the final usser. The designners must meeet certain requuirements to suuit the needs of
o the
integrationn model propoosed here. On tthe one hand, we study diffeerent types of connections between subsysstems
through m
messages and the sequence of task perfoormance. On tthe other hand, it is necessary to implement
penetrationn measures bettween systemss which must ccomply with a technological infrastructure and design. Th
his is
the case oof linkage that is proposed inn the integratiion model of tthe integrator module and ddatabase containing
interactionns. At this poinnt, the environm
ment we are w
working on musst be selected: MOODLE or SAKAI.

Figuure 4. Start impplementation oof SEPI-DHD
B. S
Step 2: Coefficiients that compprise the metriic
The tool ccontains a suitable interfacee for the repreesentation of the coefficiennts that make up the meter, thus
allowing tthe evaluator to
t check the w
weights that rreflect qualitattive/quantitativve properties oof the particip
pants’
interactivitty. We introduuce the necesssary weights (Role, Hyperm
media Packagge Type, Typee of Tool, Typ
pe of
Service) w
with a default value
v
equal too one (for zeroo values, the default is zero). In turn, theree is a possibiliity to
modify theese values throough the Moddify option weighting, selectting the coefficcient and the ccoefficient sub
btype
(see Figuree 4).
Then, a fille is automaticcally created. T
This lists all thhe values needded for the proocess transfer ffunction tabless and
the values of their fields that serve as iinputs to the D
DEVS simulatoor.
C. S
Step 3: Setting the metric coeefficients
When it iss first accessedd to the database, the applicaation generatess a file input.cssv in which thhe vectors are saved
s
(eight com
mponents) (Roodríguez, Sartoorio, & San M
Martín, 2010) to be input daata environmeent used to run
n the
DEVS moodel that integrates the metriccs described inn section five.
D. S
Step 4: Runningg the simulatioon
v
are gennerated, these will be used in the simulattion. DEVS m
model will run as a
Once the correct input values
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module (m
model.exe) thatt has two paraameters: the inpput file generaated before (Innput.csv) and tthe number off total
events. Affter the execuution, the outpput.csv file iss generated. T
This file contaains the valuees of the leve
els of
interactivitty for each enttry.
E. S
Step 5: Results
mple of the results obtained ffrom each leveel of interactivvity through time participation in
Figure 5 shows an exam
AI. The interrface enables filtering andd coloring of various levels of
the collabborative enviroonment SAKA
interactivitty based on ussers’ requiremeents.

Figgure 5. Resultss obtained by S
SEPI-DHD
5. Conclussions
Based upoon DHD systeemic modelingg, it has been proposed a deevelopment annd implementaation of evalu
uation
metrics forr the analysis of the interacttivity of Dynam
mic Hypermeddia Device. Thhis analysis is vversatile enough to
be determiined by teacheers, researcherrs, and/or coorrdinators of thhe DHD. Thus, it provides reeliable inform
mation
on how too develop proccesses of responsible particiipation by soccio-technical nnetworks to edducate, investiigate,
manage, annd/or produce.
We have ppresented the design,
d
developpment and impplementation oof “SEPI-DHD
D”, which is ann integrated too
ol for
Monitoringg and Evaluattion DHD-Inteeractivity, adappted to the eduucational platfform MOODL
LE and the SA
AKAI
collaboratiive environmeent. This utiliity resolves thhe technologiccal reading off the databasee, the entry of the
coefficientts, the implementation of DE
EVS module thhat integrates tthe metrics andd presents the rresults.
As prospeective work, thhe models withh appropriate adjustments ffor the implem
mentation of diifferent application
areas (Eduucation, Reseaarch, Linking Technology, and Managem
ment) should be tested. In turn, it woulld be
necessary to make a deevelopment off metrics for m
monitoring prrocesses in thee DHD, taking into accoun
nt the
modeling of the system
mic behavior, allowing verssatility on ‘whhat’ should thhe application be and ‘how
w’ the
r
and implementations (throough a logical design in tthe domain off the
applicationn meets the requirements
solutions)..
To concludde, the DHD invites us to thhink the plot off inseparable llinks that constitute the curreent physical-viirtual
context. T
This perspectivve articulates n-dimensionall outlined in tthe physical m
materiality of the vast field
d that
involves thhe body, actions and objectss at a time andd place set forr the virtual arrea in the dimeensions of thought,
action, speeeches and devvices. Our worrk so far, althoough not enouggh in relation tto the proposaal, intends to en
nable
new insighhts and questioons in terms off promoting beetter practices ffor knowledgee construction.
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